The Norman Security Suite PRO has been designed with you in mind. It provides comprehensive protection against the latest internet threats in an intuitive package that won’t slow you down, allowing you to enjoy your online experience.

**Norman Security Suite PRO features:**

- Antivirus
- Antispyware
- Antispam
- Personal Firewall
- Antiphishing
- Intrusion Guard
- Privacy Tools
- Parental Control
- Rootkit detection
- Screensaver with malware scanner

**NEW! Product benefits**

**Improved user experience** makes the software easy to use - Simplified user interface and licence management.

**Faster, even more efficient malware detection** - Proactive security means the software instantly detects viruses, trojans and other malicious software and prevents them from infecting your computer.

**Smart firewall** - The firewall is now even faster and smarter: It automatically recognizes digital security certificates (Trusted Vendors), resulting in less popups and distractions while you surf.

**Advanced malware cleaning capabilities and reverse action** - Our newly improved, dynamic Malware Cleaner is now included in the Norman Security Suite. The Malware Cleaner detects and cleans malware from your computer and it can also reverse actions from malicious activity caused by malware.

**Advanced privacy tools** - Clean your browsing history and enjoy secure deletion of files on your computer with Norman Secure Delete.

**Low memory usage and CPU** - Improved performance allows uninterrupted use of computer and applications.

**Microsoft Windows 8 ready** - Developed to be compatible with the new, upcoming Windows 8.
Product features

» **Automatic Virus and Spyware protection** recognizes, blocks, and removes unwanted programs such as viruses, worms, trojans and other varieties of destructive program code. The cleaning module can also undo damage from malicious activity caused by malware.

» **Proactive malware protection** with Norman SandBox®, DNA Matching and Exploit Detection. These technologies protect against new and unknown malware, keeping your personal data resistant to the daily influx of newborn threats.

» **Protects email, instant message attachments**, Internet downloads, and web browsing from malware like viruses, spyware, trojans, and other threats that may enter your computer.

» **Antispam** keeps your inbox free from unwanted junk mail. The spam engine with a detection rate of nearly 98%, stops unwanted, fraudulent and phishing emails ensuring uninterrupted service delivering the emails you really need.

» **Parental Control** protects you and your family by limiting access to specific web sites. The system is based on pre-defined rules preventing selected user groups from accessing undesirable websites containing pornography, weapon information, or other inappropriate material.

» **Smart Firewall** provides real-time protection against hackers and malicious web robots by filtering inbound and outbound traffic as well as alerting you to any attempted attack.

» **Intrusion Guard** gives real time protection and prevents unauthorized programs from taking control of the PC’s. Protects against spyware, injection attempts, rootkits, deceptive applications and cyber attacks.

» **Advanced privacy tools** now have extended support for deleting user history for Windows and Windows Media Player, Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Apple Safari and Opera.

» **Antiphishing** protects you from emails leading you to give away personal information or credit card information that can be misused.

» **Rootkit detection** uncovers and removes hidden code utilizing stealth mechanisms.

» **Auto-update of all modules** runs silently in the background, as any new security update will automatically be downloaded and installed silently.

» **Low system resource usage** and memory footprint. Stay protected with minimal system impact.

» **Security status and activity summary** gives you security health status at a glance.